Mounting instructions Smartphone lens
Thanks for chosen a product from CAMERALUST which offers you the highest quality. Please observe
the following instructions when using our accessories:
General information:
This product may only be used for smartphones that are listed on the compatibility list.
Do not try to attach this product to any other smartphone, model or year of manufacture.
These installation instructions are to be understood as basic installation instructions and are intended
to guide the installation of this product.
Model-related deviations in individual details were not taken into account here.
Before assembly:
Please read the complete manual carefully before starting assembly. Make sure that you own all the
necessary tools and that these are in impeccable condition.
To mount our accessories, place both your smartphone and our accessories on a soft and clean
surface.
Clean both the display and the camera of your smartphone with suitable cleaning utensils before
starting the installation. Check your smartphone for damage. Check our accessories for damage and
dirt to prevent damage to your smartphone during installation. If you notice any damage to the
smartphone or accessories, stop the installation immediately.
Execution of assembly:
Remove the clip and unscrew the fastening screw as far as it will go. Slide the clip over the camera of
the smartphone. Make sure that the fixing screw of the clip is on the display side. Position the clip so
that one of the two mounting holes is centered over the lens of your smartphone camera. Now
carefully tighten the fixing screw. Make sure to tighten the screw carefully and only hand-tight to
prevent damage to the display. Now screw the lens into the appropriate mounting hole. Make sure to
tighten the screw only hand-tight.
After assembly:
Check and make sure that the clip and lens have a tight fit and cannot come loose. During use, check
from time to time that the fixing screw and lens are firmly and securely seated in the clip. All moving
parts must be able to move freely.
Use of accessories:
Open the camera app on your smartphone. Please note that you must use a suitable app with an
anamorphic mode to display the live image/video correctly. Alternatively, you can work with the camera
app installed by default and post-process the video material using a suitable video editing program by
either stretching your footage horizontally or compressing it vertically by 33% to get the normal aspect
ratio back.
Safety notes:
Keep accessories away from small children as they contain small parts that can be swallowed. Do not
place the lens in the sun, as this may cause a burning glass effect. If the lens is damaged, glass
splinters may occur, remove them only under the appropriate safety precautions. Before each
installation, check the clip and fixing screw for the presence of silicone pads to prevent damage to the
display or camera of your smartphone.
Disposal instructions:
Most accessories are made of aluminum and must be returned to an appropriate scrap metal
collection point.
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